This list is a compilation of modern stories, fantasy and fairy tales...and they all contain princes and princesses! Enjoy your “royal” reading!!

Not all titles may be available at our library but may be acquired through other Evergreen libraries or through (ILL) Inter Library Loan.

**Princes & Princesses**

**All That Glows** by Ryan Graudin

**Allies and Assassins** by Justin Somper
1. Allies and Assassins
2. A Conspiracy of Princes

**The Ascendance Trilogy** by Jennifer A. Nielsen
1. The False Prince
2. The Runaway King
3. The Shadow Throne

**The Beast Within: A Tale of Beauty’s Prince** by Serena Valentino

**Between the Lines** by Jodi Picoult

**The Burning Sky** by Sherry Thomas

**The Cabinet of Wonders** by Marie Rutkoski

**Calypso Chronicles** by Tyne O’Connell
1. Pulling Princes
2. Stealing Princes
3. Dumping Princes

**The Celestial Globe** by Marie Rutkoski

**Cinderella: Ninja Warrior** by Maureen McGowan

**A Confusion of Princes** by Garth Nix

**A Conspiracy of Princes** by Justin Somper

**Defy** by Sara B. Larson

**Dragonfly** by Julia Golding

**Egg and Spoon** by Gregory Maguire

**The Elite** by Kiera Cass

**Enchanted** by Alethea Kontis

**The Eternity Key** by Bree Despain

**Eve of the Moon** by Dianne Hofmeyr

**Falling for Hamlet: A Novel** by Michelle Ray

**Falling Kingdoms** by Morgan Rhodes
1. Falling Kingdoms
2. Rebel Spring
3. Gathering Darkness
4. Frozen Tides
5. Crystal Storm

**Gorgeous** by Paul Rudnick

**Hamlet: A Novel** by John Marsden

**Hold Tight, Don’t Let Go** by Laura Rose Wagner

**Ian Quicksilver: The Warrior’s Return** by Alyson Peterson

**The Iron Fey** by Julie Kagawa
1. The Iron King
2. The Iron Daughter
3. The Iron Queen
4. The Iron Knight

**The Iron Fey: Call of the Forgotten** by Julie Kagawa
1. The Lost Prince
2. The Iron Traitor
3. The Iron Warrior

**The Iron Fey (Companion Books)** by Julie Kagawa
1. The Iron Legends

**The Kronos Chronicles** by Marie Rutkoski
1. The Cabinet of Wonders
2. The Celestial Globe
3. The Jewel of the Kalderas

**Leviathan** by Scott Westerfeld
1. Leviathan
2. Behemoth
3. Goliath

**The Lion Hunter** by Elizabeth Wein
Magic Under Glass by Jaclyn Dolamore
1. Magic Under Glass
2. Magic Under Stone

Midnight Pearls: A retelling of “The Little Mermaid” by Debbie Viguie

Off the Page by Jodi Picoult

Ombria in Shadow by Patricia A. McKillip

Ophelia by Lisa M. Klein

A Pearl Among Princes by Coleen Paratore

The Prince and the Pauper by Mark Twain

The Princess and the Hound by Mette Ivie Harrison

Princess of Glass by Jessica Day George

Princess of Thorns by Stacey Jay

Princess Prince by Tomoko Taniguchi

A Royal Match by Tyne O’Connell

Royally Jacked by Niki Burnham

Royally Lost by Angie Stanton

The Selection Series by Kiera Cass
1. The Selection
2. The Elite
3. The One
4. The Heir
5. The Crown

The Selection Stories by Kiera Cass
1. The Prince
2. The Guard
3. The Queen
4. The Favorite

The Shadow Prince by Bree Despain

The Sin Eater’s Daughter by Melinda Salisbury

Spin Control by Niki Burnham

The Tragedy of Hamlet Prince of Denmark by William Shakespeare

Thornspell by Helen Lowe

Throne of Glass by Sarah J. Mass

Victoria Rebels by Carolyn Meyer

Violet Eyes by Debbie Viguie

Water Song: A Retelling of “The Frog Prince” by Suzanne Weyn

Who Made you a Princess? By Shelley Adina

A Wicked Thing by Rhiannon Thomas